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Study on the femtosecond laser-induced refractive index change
in a silicate glass by transient lens method

Masaaki Sakakura and Masahide Terazimaa)

Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan

~Presented on 27 June 2002!

When a laser pulse is tightly focused inside a transparent solid material, a permanent structural
change occurs in the focused region. This phenomena will be very useful to construct many
important devices such as integrated optical waveguides, or three-dimensional photonic devices.
The mechanism of the light induced structural change inside a glass was investigated in a
picosecond–nanosecond region by a transient lens technique with an intense subpicosecond pulsed
laser and microscope objective lens. Just after the irradiation of the pump pulse inside the glass, a
concave lens was instantaneously created. After this fast response signal, an oscillation with some
different frequencies in GHz region was observed. The origin of the oscillation is discussed.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1517744#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When intense laser light is focused on a solid surfa
that has an absorption band at that wavelength, the mat
will be ejected from the surface.1 This photoablation effec
has been used to fabricate the surface and one of main
gins of the ablation is know to be the photothermal effect.
the other hand, when an intense IR laser pulse is focu
inside a transparent material, a permanent structural cha
is frequently observed inside the material.2,3 In 1996, Hirao’s
and Mazur’s groups showed that a microstructure can
fabricated inside glasses with a femtosecond IR laser to w
an optical waveguide2 or to construct a three-dimension
memory.3 It has been expected that this technique will ope
way to a variety of applications1,2,4,5such as the constructio
of an optical microcomputer system. However, the mec
nism of the light-induced structural change or even the r
of the change has not been investigated at all. Here, we
port a preliminary trial to elucidate the initial step of th
intense light–matter interaction.

The light-induced structural change depends on the la
power~see Fig. 1!. When a moderate power of a subpicose
ond laser pulse was tightly focused inside a glass, the ref
tive index at the focused region increases.2,6,7 However,
when the laser power was increased further, a vacant s
~void! is created inside the solid material and the refract
index decreases.3,8 The mechanism of the void structure cr
ation could be explained in terms of the Coulomb explos
or extensive thermal expansion after the multiphoton exc
tion of the material.9 It may not be difficult to understand
intuitively. On the other hand, the mechanism of increase
the refractive index is less clear. Some groups suggested
a density increase is a main factor of the refractive ind
increase in the focal region.5,6,10However, it is not clear how
the density increases. The heating after the laser expo
should lead the thermal expansion and probably result
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less dense structure in the focal region, which is opposite
the observation. To elucidate the light-induced refractive
dex change, we tried to observe the refractive index cha
in a fast time subpicosecond (10213 s) – nanosecond
(1029 s) region. In order to monitor the refractive inde
change in a fast time scale in a small spatial area, we u
the transient lens~TrL! method with a subpicosecond pulse
laser focused by a microscope objective lens.

II. PRINCIPLE

The principle of the TrL method is similar to that of th
traditional thermal lens method.11,12 When a sample is irra-
diated by a pump laser pulse having a cylindrical symme
shape such as a Gaussian shape, the distribution of ex
states and the following structural change should have
same spatial shape. The density and absorption change
ciated with structural change should induce the refract
index change, and the refractive index should have the s
cylindrical symmetric distribution, too. If the refractive inde
at the center becomes higher, this distribution acts as a
vex lens. If the light induces the decrease of the refract
index, it creates a concave lens. When a collimated la
beam is passed thorough the lens region, the transm
beam is expanded or focused depending on the type of
lens. The spatial deformation of the probe beam can be
tected as the light intensity change through a pinhole at a
field. Since there are several origins of the refractive ind
change such as the absorption change, density change
temperature change, we can monitor the dynamics of th
properties.

III. EXPERIMENT

The schematic experimental setup is shown in Fig.
The fundamental pulse~775 nm and;150 fs! of the inte-
grated Ti:Sapphire amplified laser system~Clark-MXR, Inc.,
CPA-2001! was used for a pump beam. The excitation be
was focused in a sample~silicate glass! by a 203 microscope
il:
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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objective lens. A part of the fundamental light was used
produce the light of the second harmonic~388 nm! by a BBO
crystal, and used as a probe beam. The UV light was tem
rally delayed by an optical delay line and put into the obje
tive lens collinearly with the pump beam. A He–Ne laser w
used for a purpose of alignment of the laser beams and
samples. The probe beam extended by an objective lens
collimated by a lens (f 560 mm), and the center of the prob
beam was passed through an aperture of about 1 mm d
eter. After separating the transmitted probe and pump be
by a prism, only the probe beam was detected by a ph
multiplier. The detected signal was averaged by a box
integrator and recorded by a computer. The sample
moved by a stepping motor drivenXZ stage with a speed o
1 cm/s to prevent multiirradiation at the same spot.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TrL signals, after focusing the subpicosecond la
pulse into a silica glass, are shown@in Fig. 3~a!, short-time

FIG. 1. The structural change inside a glass induced by tightly focu
ultrashort IR pulsed laser light.

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup of the TrL meth
The pump and probe beams are put into an objective lens collinearly.
pump beam transmitted through the sample was blocked by a color filter
separated from the probe beam by a prism. Only the center of the p
beam is passed through an aperture and detected by a photomultipl
He–Ne laser was used for laser alignment purpose.
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range; Fig. 3~b!, long-time range#. The increase and decreas
of the probe light intensity indicate the focusing and expa
sion, respectively, of the probe beam due to the pump la
induced lens effect. Since the pump and the probe be
were focused by the same objective lens, the expansio
the probe beam does not necessarily mean the creation o
concave lens. The spatial deformation of the probe be
depends on the type of the lens as well as the relative fo
position of the pump and probe beams inside the sample.
examine the type of lens by monitoring the probe beam p
file sufficiently after the pump pulse irradiation based on
fact that, under the present condition, it is known that
created permanent lens is a convex lens.6 We found that the
beam expansion corresponds to the concave lens creatio

In a short-time range@Fig. 3~a!#, the signal decrease
after irradiation, i.e., the pump pulse creates the concave
inside the glass. The temporal shape of this componen
nearly the same as that of the pump pulse, which means
the response of this component is very fast~,500 fs!. After
this signal, an oscillation with a frequency of a few GH
appears@Fig. 3~b!#. Initially light intensity decreases indicat
ing the creating of a concave lens, and the convex lens

d

.
he
nd
be
. A

FIG. 3. The TrL signals after irradiation of focused fs-laser pulse insid
silicate glass,~a! in a short-time range, and~b! in a long-time range. The
power of the pump beam was 1.45mJ/pulse, and the polarization of th
pump and probe was perpendicular. The signals were normalized by
light intensity without the pump pulse. Upper direction indicates the crea
of the convex lens.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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comes apparent at around 600 ps after excitation under
experimental condition. The oscillation is not a single fr
quency oscillation but it contains several frequencies in
GHz region.

The exact origin of this oscillation is not clear at prese
However, we may suggest that the oscillation indicate
pressure wave created in the focused region. If we ass
that the sound velocity in the glass is 53103 m/s, the 700 ps
period corresponds to the sound wave traveling distanc
about 3.5mm. Let us estimate the approximate temperat
rise at the focal region. If half of the input photon energy
absorbed by the multiphoton excitation in the focal volum
the temperature increase is estimated about 6000 K.13 Con-
sidering that the glass transition temperature of the silic
not more than 1500 K,13 the material at the focal regio
should be melted or at least turned to be very soft. The c
cave lens creation at the initial part of the signal could s
gest, that initially, the material in the focal region therma
expands and the pressure wave propagates to the ou
from the center. The pressure wave may be reflected bac

FIG. 4. The TrL signals with various pump power. The peaks of the sign
are delayed as the pump power increases. Baseline of the signal is s
vertically to prevent overlap of the signals.
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the interface between the heated liquidlike region and s
region. This reflection may create the observed oscillatio

The pump power dependence of the TrL signal in t
long-time range is shown in Fig. 4. The frequency of t
oscillation decreases as the pump laser power increa
Based on the this interpretation, the power dependence o
frequency may be explained by the fact that the flexible
gion around the focal point becomes larger when the pu
power becomes high. This vibration feature suggests that
mechanism of the fs-laser-induced structural change in
solid materials is difficult to explain from that of the las
ablation at the surface or UV-induced structural change
order to elucidate the mechanism of the light-induced str
tural change in more detail, other experiments should be c
ducted using various glasses under various experimental
ditions.

In summary, we measured the TrL signal after focus
the subpicosecond intense laser pulse inside a glass fo
first time, and observed an oscillating signal with GHz fr
quencies. We tentatively attributed the oscillation of the le
to bounding back and forth of the acoustic wave created
the local heating at the light focused region.
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